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  RESEARCH QUESTIONS
1. Do visual cues modeled after 

experts’ eye movements help 
students answer physics questions?

2. Does students’ ability to answer  
transfer problems improve after 
seeing visual cues?

3. Do cues influence students’ eye 
movements on current and 
subsequent problems?

RQ
1

RQ
2

RQ
3

Students in cued group saw 
visual cues overlaid on 
“similar” questions. 

Can a 6-second visual cue modeled after experts’ eye movements overlaid 
on a physics question really help students come to the right answer? 

Eye tracker used for study. 

Instructions & 
calibration of 
eye tracker

Online pre-test (4 
open-ended questions 
on kinematics & energy) 
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Transfer 
Question

Correct?
Correct? Correct?

Colored shapes appeared for 500 ms each, for a total cueing time of 6 seconds. Numbers in italics represent 
order in which cues appeared.  

Four “similar” problems for ball problem set. Similar problems 
have the same problem statement, but different diagrams. 

Problem 1: “Roller coaster” problem Problem 2: “Ball” problem 

Problem 3: “Skier” problem Problem 4: “Graph” problem 

METHOD

RESULTS
Correctness of Similar Problems

•Students who answered initial problem 
incorrectly saw up to four similar problems. 

•Graphs to the right show number of 
students who answered one of similar 
problems correctly. 

•Significant difference between number of 
students in each group who answered roller 
coaster “similar” problems correctly.     
(Mann-Whitney U test p=.002)

Correctness of Transfer Problems
•After giving correct answer on similar 

problem, students saw transfer problem 
without cues. 

•Graph below shows % of students who 
answered transfer correctly after 
answering initial incorrectly. 

•Nearly significant difference on ball 
transfer problem (p=.06) and graph 
transfer problem (p=.054).

Eye Movements: Roller Coaster Problem
•Determined number of horizontal saccades 

between roller coaster carts while viewing 
cues and after cues ended. 

•Significant difference in % of saccades 
following cues for those in cued group who 
answered correctly versus incorrectly 
(F(1,14)=10.8, p=.005).

•No difference in horizontal saccades 
between carts after cues ended between 
groups. 

Cued No Cue

Percentage of 
Saccades in 

Pattern Similar to 
Cues: During Cues

52.6% 0.96%* 
(Did not see cues)Percentage of 

Saccades in 
Pattern Similar to 
Cues: During Cues

Cued: 
Correct

Cued: 
Incorrect

Percentage of 
Saccades in 

Pattern Similar to 
Cues: During Cues

85.5% 46.4%*

*
*

Cued No Cue
Percentage of 

Saccades in Pattern 
Similar to Cues:     

After Viewing Cues
2.1% 1.0%

Students in cued group saw visual 
cues on “similar” problems.

CONCLUSIONS
• In some cases, short duration visual cues can help students answer conceptual physics questions 

that they were previously unable to answer (roller coaster problems).
• Visual cues can influence transfer problem performance. Those who saw visual cues answered ball 

and graph transfer problems more correctly. 
• Following cues closely with eyes is related to getting correct answer on roller coaster problems. 
• Seeing visual cues doesn’t seem to influence eye movements after cues cease on roller coaster 

problems. 

*This work is supported by KSU NSF GK-12 Program under NSF DGE-0841414.
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Changed to Correct Answer: Roller Coaster Problem   !

No Cue Conditon (N=14)
Cued Condition (N=18)
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Changed to Correct Answer: Skier Problem !
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Changed to Correct Answer: Graph Problem !
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